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Abstract 
Object-oriented software development is characterized by the repeated refinement of spec
ifications and software components. The refinement of specifications is facilitated by the 
use of specification languages which support subtyping based on the principle of substi
tutability. In this paper we propose to specify concurrent systems by types represented 
as expressions of a process calculus. These types allow to specify also dynamic language 
aspects and still support subtyping and static type-checking. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Specifications have long been a cornerstone in the development of reliable software and 
will continue to receive much attention if there are appropriate specification techniques 
that can be adapted to the characteristics of the specified software and the software de
velopment process. The current trend in software development follows the object-oriented 
paradigm characterized by a hierarchical classification of objects according to their be
havior and a cyclic development process (Booch, 1994) where specifications as well as 
software components are refined repeatedly. Classification and refinement are supported 
by a polymorphic type concept with subtyping (Cardelli and Wegner, 1985). 

According to Liskov and Wing (1993) a type is essentially a partial specification of 
object behavior that should express how instances ofthe type can be used savely. Complete 
specifications and implementations are, in general, not considered to be types because they 
include details that may be irrelevant to all imaginable uses. On the other side, a most 
general type inferred from an implementation is often inappropriate because of the high 
probability that local modifications of the implementation have global effects, hindering 
the cyclic development process. Software developers should be allowed to specify types of 
appropriate generality and independent of any implementation. 

Subtyping can be defined by Wegner and Zdonik's principle of substitutability: An 
instance of a subtype can always be used in any context in which an instance of a supertype 
was expected (Wegner and Zdonik, 1988). An object's behavior that complies with the 
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object's type has to comply also with all supertypes. A supertype is a less complete 
specification of the behavior specified by a subtype. 

Usually, a type is specified as a set of (object) state components, a set of available 
operations with their operand types, and preconditions, postconditions and invariants for 
the execution of these operations. Many specification languages like Larch (Guttag et 
al., 1985), Z (Spivey, 1989), ACT-ONE (Ehrig and Mahr, 1985) and VDM (Jones, 1990) 
follow this principle. The common concept behind these languages is that of a server which 
handles requests from unspecified clients by executing operations according to procedure 
call semantics. The server's type represents a simple contract between the server and its 
clients (Meyer, 1993): If a client requests a service and provides appropriate input, the 
server performs the promised actions and returns adequate output. 

Especially for concurrent and distributed software, simple procedure call semantics may 
not be expressive enough. What we want to have is a method to specify more complex 
interactions between several objects. This method should be flexible enough to specify 
the interactions as types (related by subtyping) at each desired level of abstraction, and 
concrete enough to allow static checking of type conformance. 

This paper deals with the specification of types based on a combination of process al
gebra with Actors. Process calculi such as those explored by Baeten and Weijland (1990), 
Dijkstra (1975), Hoare (1978), Milner (1989) and Milner et al. (1992) provide an attractive 
(i.e., theoretically well-founded, natural, simple and expressive) basis for the specification 
of the behavior of concurrent systems. The object-based Actors model (Agha, 1986) in
troduces objects and designates them by unique mail addresses. This combination allows 
to use a rather traditional view of an object- characterized by a constant identity, a mod
ifiable state and modifiable or constant behavior - together with a flexible specification 
language that can easily express behavior modifications resulting from object interactions 
in concurrent systems. The major contribution of this paper is the proposal of a statically 
checkable type concept which provides this flexibility in type specifications. 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In Section 2 the basic model of compu
tation is introduced. Section 3 deals with the specification of types, subtyping and type 
checking. A discussion of the proposed approach follows in Section 4. 

2 THE MODEL OF COMPUTATION 

As described by Agha (1986) and summarized by Wegner (1990), Actors are active ob
jects which have a unique mail address (identity) and specified behavior. Each Actor is 
associated with an unbound linear sequence of messages (mail queue) received from other 
Actors and a set of acquainted mail addresses. An Actor responds to a received message 
according to its behavior by sending messages to acquainted mail addresses, creating new 
Actors with new mail addresses, and replacing its own behavior. We assume that messages 
are received in the same order in which they were sent. 

In our model we will specify the behavior of Actors by processes in a process calculus. 
The (primitive) actions of these processes deal with consuming and sending messages and 
the creation of new Actors. The Actors' replacement behavior is specified by the processes 
that remain after executing the first primitive actions. 

In the following formal definition of our model we use four pairwise disjunct sets of 
symbols: V denotes the infinite set of variables, A the infinite set of mail addresses, X 
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Table 1 Inductive construction of Pi+1 for all 0 :S i (Po= 0; p,p1,p2 E P;) 

Expression in Pi+1 

c: 
u.m(u1, ... , un) 

m(v1, ... , vn) 
v$p 
w(u1, ... , uk, v1, ... , iJ1) 

P1 · P2 
P1 + P2 

Pl II P2 

Description 

the empty process (skip) 

send the message m with the arguments u1, ... , Un to u 
consume next message m with formal parameters v1, ... , Vn 

create a new Actor v that behaves according to p 

apply subprocess w with input u1, ... , uk and output v1, .•. , v1 

sequential composition: execute p2 when p1 has terminated 

alternative composition: execute either p1 or p2 

parallel composition: interleave actions of p1 and p2 arbitrarily 

Table 2 Basic equations on processes (p,pl,P2,P3 E P) 

(Pl · P2) · P3 = P1 · (P2 · P3) 

(Pl + P2) + P3 = P1 + (P2 + P3) 

(PliiP2) IIP3=Plll (P211P3) 

P1+P2=P2+P1 

Pl II P2 = P2 II Pl 
(Pl + P2) · P3 = P1 · P3 + P2 · P3 

p+p=p 
C:·p=p=p·C: 

P II c:=p 

the (finite) set of process names, and M the (finite) set of message names. None of these 
sets contains the symbol c: which denotes the empty process. Elements of V, A, X, M, 
AU X and AU V U X are denoted by v, a, x, m, wand u (sometimes quoted or indexed), 
respectively. 

Definition 1 P = Uo<; P; is the set of process expressions, where the P; are constructed 
inductively as shown zn Table 1. Expressions in P are {by definition) equal if they are 
equal under the equations of Table 2. PP is the set of program process expressions 

where Pp is the set of all p E P that do not contain any a E A. 
A program is a function a : X --> P P. 

Beside the actions for sending and consuming messages and creating Actors, Table 1 
introduces also process expressions that compose larger processes from actions and allow 
to apply named process expressions (which resemble procedures) as subprocesses. A sub
process application can pass input and output arguments to the subprocess. A program 
associates the process names with formal parameter lists and process expressions that can 
be executed as subprocesses; the formal parameters are matched with the arguments. An 
input argument can be a mail address or a process name. Table 1 allows also variables at 

input argument positions; they are assumed to be replaced with mail addresses or process 
names before the subprocesses are applied. Variables that are assumed to be replaced 
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with process names can be used also instead of process names in subprocess applications. 
Output arguments have to be variables that will be initialized by the subprocesses. (Our 
model supports only single-assignment variables.) In order to make clear at which posi
tion within a process expression a variable will be initialized, we mark the corresponding 
occurrence of the variable by a dot above the variable name. 

The arguments of a message sent to a mail address correspond to input arguments of 
subprocess applications; there are no return arguments because of simple, asynchronous 
message passing. The addressee of a message can be also a variable which is assumed 
to be replaced with a mail address before the message is sent. The formal parameters 
of a message consuming action are variables that are initialized to the corresponding 
arguments of the consumed message. A variable is initialized to a new mail address also 
on creation of an Actor. This mail address represents the only reference to the new Actor. 

Actions are composed by the binary operators·, +and II, where ·has the highest and 
II the lowest priority. As Table 2 shows, all three operators are associative. + and II are 
commutative. Obviously, · cannot be commutative because the execution order matters. 
· is right-distributive over +. + is idempotent because a choice between p and p amounts 
to a choice for p. The empty process c is the neutral element for sequential and parallel 
composition, but not for alternative composition. The equations in Table 2 are sufficient 
for this paper, although some equalities that intuitively hold in our model cannot be 
derived from them. 

An example of a simple buffer demonstrates the use of our formalism: 

'Buff' is a process name; 'put', 'get', 'return' and 'use' are message names; v1, v2 and v3 are 
variables. 'Buff' takes no arguments in a subprocess application. The intended meaning 
is that 'Buff' first consumes a message 'put' which takes as argument the element to put 
into the buffer. Then one of the messages 'get' and 'use' is expected. The argument of 
'get' is supposed to be a mail address; the contents of the buffer, v1 , is sent to this address 
as argument of the message 'return'. The argument v3 of 'use' is supposed to be a process 
name; v3 is used in a subprocess application with the buffer contents as argument. After 
dealing with a 'put' or 'get' message, the buffer is empty and 'Buff' is applied recursively. 

Next we will define how programs are executed. 

Definition 2 An execution state is a function 17: A--+ (P x R) U {0}, where 

R = {(r1, .. . ,rk) I 0 ~ k; 1 ~ i ~ k; r; = m;(w;,l, ... ,w;,nJ; 

m; EM; w;,l,· .. ,wi,n; E A UX; 0 ~ n;}. 

An execution according to a program a is an execution state sequence (170 , ... , 17;, ... ) so 
that 

1. (for 0 ~ i} 17;+1 is constructed from 17; by applying a rewrite rule of Table 3; 
2. there exists an a0 E A and p0 E Pp with a(a0 ) = (po, ()) and a(a) = 0 for all a E A 

with a =1- ao. 
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Table 3 Rewrite rules according to a program a 

a~-+(ao.m(wl, ... ,wn)·Pl+P211Pa,(rl>···,rk)), ao~-+{p4,(r~, ... ,r~,)) 
---+a H (Pl II Pa, (r1, ... ,rk)), ao H (p4, (r~, ... ,r~,,m(w1, ... ,wn))) 

ar+ (a.m(wh····wn) "Pl +P2II Pa,(rl, ... ,rk)) 
---+a H (Pl II Pa, (rl> ... , rk, m(w1, ... , wn))) 

a H (m(v1, ... ,vn) · P1 + P2 II Pa, (m(w1, ... ,wn),r2, ... ,rk)) 
---+a H {pl[wl/vl> ... ,wn/vn]ll Pa, (r2, ... ,rk)) 

a1 ~-+ (v$p1·P2+Pall P4,(rl>···,rk)), 
---+ a1 H (p2[a2/vJII P4, (r1, ... ,rk)), 

a2 H 0 
a2 H (p1[a2/v], ()) 

a~-+ (x(w1, ... ,wk,vh ... ,v1) · P1 + P2 II Pa, (r1, ... ,rn)) 
---+a H ((P4 · Pl)[udvh ... , ul/vi][wdv~, ... , wk/v~] + P2 II Pa, (r1, ... , rn)) 
if copy(a(x)) = (v~, ... , v~, u1, ... , u1) · P4 

147 

An execution state maps each mail address to a process - specifying the behavior of the 
corresponding Actor- and a mail queue (or 0 if the mail address in not yet used). Each 
rewrite rule in Table 3 changes the mapping for one or two mail addresses. The rewrite 
rules expect most processes to be of the specific form p · p1 + p2 II p3 , where p is an action. 
Note that each process except c: can be transformed into this form, using the idempotency 
of+, the right-distributivity of· over+, and c: as neutral element of· and II as defined 
by the equations of Table 2. 

The first two rewrite rules state that a sent message is appended to the receiver's mail 
queue. These rules are applicable only if the addressee is a mail address and each argument 
is either a mail address or process name. The third rule specifies that a message can be 
consumed only if the first message in the mail queue has the expected name and number 
of arguments. The expression p[wl/v1, ... , wn/vn] denotes a process expression equal top 
except that all occurrences of the variable v; in pare replaced with w; (for each 1 ~ i ~ n); 
i.e. the variables v1, ... , Vn are initialized accordingly. The fourth rule creates a new Actor 
by associating a process and an empty mail queue with a so far unused mail address. The 
fifth rule deals with subprocess applications: Subprocess applications are replaced with 
the corresponding processes, and variables are substituted accordingly. The function copy 
returns a copy of its argument where all variables are renamed so that the variable names 
in the result do not yet occur anywhere in the execution state. 

Mail addresses occur in neither the process p0 in the initial execution state u0 nor the 
program a. Therefore, all mail addresses occurring in an execution state u; have been 
introduced by executing an action of the form v$p. We will find that it is important to 
have a single source for introducing references to Actors because it allows to control the 
aliasing of references to Actors throughout the program. 

The formalism proposed in this section could be used as the basis of a specification 
language. However, we have to address several problems before we can benefit from it: 

according 
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1. The formalism does not support the stepwise refinement of programs very well. Our 
programs (or parts of it) can, in general, not be regarded as types because they specify 
details like Actor creations and message sendings that may be irrelevant to all imag
inable clients. On the other side, program parts do not specify relevant aspects; for 
example, they do not specify whether a variable is expected to be replaced by a mail 
address or process name. The formalism does not support any kind of subtyping. 

2. The execution of a program according to Definition 2 may unintentionally stop because 
of errors. For example, no rewrite rule in Table 3 deals with sending messages to 
variables or process names; and an Actor cannot proceed if its process does not specify 
how to handle the next message in the mail queue. 

Nonetheless, this formalism is the basis for a better formalism introduced in the next 
section. 

3 TYPE SPECIFICATIONS 

In this section we extend the formalism introduced in Section 2 by a type concept that 
helps to avoid the problems of the untyped formalism. The primary goal of this type 
concept is to provide a formalism which supports partial specifications and the repeated 
refinement of these specifications through subtyping. The major advantage of using a 
formal concept (subtyping) in the refinement is that type-conforming local refinements 
do not have global effects and cannot destroy global consistency. In a static type concept 
(as proposed in this section) an automatic type checker can in many cases prove type 
conformity. 

A further goal of a type concept is to restrict the set of allowed programs (or spec
ifications) to those for which an automatic type checker can prove that there are no 
inconsistencies which may lead to errors. Especially we want to ensure for each execution 
that 

• each subprocess application can be executed. 
• all variables will have been replaced by mail addresses or process names as expected 

when they are used; 
• all messages in the mail queue of each Actor can be handled; 

This goal shall be achieved without reducing the flexibility of the language too much. 
Before we are able to discuss type checking, we have to formally define type expressions. 

We continue to use the sets V (variables) and M (message names) of Section 2 and add 
the (finite) set Z of type names. Elements of V, M and Z are denoted by v, m and z 

(sometimes quoted or indexed), respectively. 

Definition 3 T = Uo<i T; is the set of type expressions, where the T; are constructed 
inductively as shown in Table 4. Expressions in T are equal if they are equal under the 
equations of Table 5. PT is the set of program type expressions 

PT = {(vl:sJ, ... ,vk:st,dJ, ... d,)·tlvi,···,vkEV; sJ, ... ,skETUZ; 
d1 , ••• dz E {v:t,v:z,z I v E V;t E T;z E Z}; t E T}. 
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Table 4 Inductive construction of the sets T;+l for all 0 :=:; i (To = 0; t, ti E T;; si E 

T; U Z; diE {v:t,v:z,z I v E V;t E T;;z E Z}; c E {v:z,z I v E V;z E Z} for alll :=:; j) 

Expression in T;+1 

c 

v:t.m(d!, ... , dn) 

m(vi:s1, ... , vn:sn) 

v:t1 $t2 
c(d1, ... , dk, v1:s1, ... , Vt:st) 
tl . t2 

tl + t2 
t1 II t2 

Description 

the empty type 

send the message m with the arguments d1, ... , dn to v:t 

consume next message m with parameters v1:s1 , ... , vn:sn 

create an Actor v:t1 that behaves according to t2 

apply subprocess of type c 

sequential type composition 

alternative type composition 

parallel type composition 

Table 5 Basic equations on types 

(ti. t2). t3 = tl. (t2. t3) 

(ti + t2) + t3 = tl + (t2 + t3) 

(t1 II t2) II t3 = t1 II (t2 II t3) 

tl + t2 = t2 + tl 

t1 II t2 = t2 II t1 
(tl + t2) . t3 = tl . t3 + t2 . t3 

t+t=t 

c·t=t=t·c 

t II c = t 
t+c=t 

A type system is a function '"Y : Z ---> PT. A type system '"Y introduces the subtype relation 
'5:-r on T and PT as defined in Table 6. Expressions in T are equal with respect to 'Y 

not only under the equations of Table 5, but also under the equation z(d1 , .•. , dk) = 
t[sJ/yi, ... , sk/Yk] if -y(z) = (v~:s~, ... , vA,:sk) · t and {d; E Z implies d; '5:-r s: and s; = d; 
and Yi = v::s:J and {d; = v;:s; implies s; '5:-r s: and y; = v:J for 1 :=:; i '5: k. 

As in Table 4 through Table 7, we denote elements ofT, T U Z, { v:z, z I v E V; z E Z} 
and { v:t, v:z, z I v E V; t E T;; z E Z} by t, s, c and d (sometimes quoted or indexed), 
respectively. 

The resemblance between process and type expressions can easily be seen by a com
parison of Table 1 with Table 4 and Table 2 with Table 5. This resemblance is intended: 
It is easy to transform a type expression into a process expression by removing all type 
annotations of the form :t and substituting process names for type names. A type sys
tem can be regarded as a program with additional annotations which help to describe 

the program behavior statically in order to support automatic type checking. (Note that 
type expressions do not contain mail addresses.) The program is an implementation of 
the type system. The importance of a type system becomes evident if we consider the 
subtype relation: If '"Y and 1' are two type systems with '"Y'(z) '5:-r '"Y(z) for each z E Z, each 
implementation of 1' is also an implementation of '"Y· Therefore, each type system spec
ifies an infinitely large set of type-conforming implementations because infinitely many 
subtypes can be constructed from each type. 
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Table 6 Definition of the subtype relation ~'Y for a type system 'Y 

Rules 

&1 = rename(82) 

81 ~'Y 82 

t1 ~'Y t~ t2 ~'Y t~ d1 <, d~ .. . dn <, d~ 
v:t1.m(d1, ... , dn) · t2 ~'Y v':t~ .m(d~, ... , d~) · t~ 

t ~'Y t' 8~ ~'Y &1 ••• 8~ ~'Y 8n 

t1 <, t2 t3 <, t4 ts <, ts 

iJ:t1$t3 ° ts ~')' v:t2$t4 ° ts 

'Y(zt) ~'Y 1(z2) 
Z1 ~'Y Z2 

c ~'Y c' t ~'Y t' d1 ~'Y d~ . . . dk ~'Y di, 8~ ~'Y 8 1 . . . sl <, s, 
c(d1, ... ,dk,v1:s1, ... ,v,:s,) ·t ~, c'(d~, ... ,dj,,v1:s~, ... ,v,:sl) ·t' 

t1 <, t2 t3 <, t4 

t1 + t3 ~')' t2 + t4 

t1 <, t2 t3 <, t4 

t1 II t3 ~, t2 II t4 

t <, t' s~ <, s1 ... 8\, <, Bk d1 <, d~ ... d, <, dz 

Description 

primitive rules for ~'Y 

message sending 

subtypes may specify 
additional message sendings 

subtypes don't specify 
additional message acceptings 

subtypes may specify 
additional Actor creations 

subprocess application 

alternative and parallel 
type compositions 

named type specification 

Table 5 contains - compared with Table 2 - an additional equation which states that E: 

is the neutral element for+. The reason why this equation is not present in Table 2 is that 
a process p + E: can either terminate immediately or execute p; this is obviously different 
from executing p as the only choice. Since a type is only a partial specification there 
can always be alternatives not explicitly expressed in the type; t means that a process 
corresponding to t is able to execute a corresponding alternative. Therefore, t and t + E: 

are obviously the same. 
All variables in a type system are annotated. An expression of the form v:z means 

that the variable corresponding to v in the implementation can be replaced only with a 
process name that is type-conforming to z. An expression v:t means that the corresponding 
variable can be replaced only with the mail address of an Actor that behaves according 
to a process that is type-conforming to t. There is an important difference between these 
two forms of annotations: If v:z occurs in a type expression t, all occurrences of v in t have 
the same annotation z. However, if v:t' occurs in t, also v:t" with t' # t" may occur in t 
because the behavior of the Actor referred to by v may change over time, and v:t' and v:t" 
refer to the Actor at different points in time. This consideration of behavior modifications 
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in type annotations distinguishes our approach from the other approaches published in 

the literature and adds much flexibility to type specifications. 

We modify our previous example slightly for demonstrative purposes: 

The program expressed by Buff2 can be specified also in other models like CCS and CSP 

in similar ways. The important difference between our model and the other models is that 

our programs are related to type systems. For instance, the named type expression Buf£_t2 

- a type system for Buff2 - can be constructed from Buf£2 by adding annotations to the 

variables: 

Buf£_t2 ~---+ () • put(v1:c) · (get(v2:return(v4:c, v5:c)) · v2:return(v4:c, v5:c).return(v1:c, v2:c) 
+ use(v3:Use_t) · v3:Use_t(v1:c, v3:Use_t)) · Buf£_t2() 

The last use of v2 is annotated by c instead of return(v4:c, v5:c) because the receiver of 

the message 'return' has already consumed this message when it can access the second 

argument. All uses of v3 are annotated by the same type name. Buff_t2 is not the only 

type of Buf£2; Buff_t~ is another type of Buff2 because Buf£_t2 is a subtype of Buff_t~: 

The subtyping rules in Table 6 provide essentially a formal definition of the substi

tutability principle of Liskov and Wing (1993) -a stronger variant of the substitutability 

principle of Wegner and Zdonik (1988)- adapted to our model of computation. The first 

rule states that ~7 is reflexive and that types which can be transformed into one another 

by renaming variables are regarded as equivalent. 
Several rules define ~7 between t1 · t2 and t3 · t4 , where t1 and t3 correspond to the 

same kind of primitive action; these rules require t2 ~"Y t4. From these rules and t ~"Y c 

we can derive t · t' ~"Y t for all t, t' E T; i.e., a subtype can extend its supertype by 

sequential composition (and by parallel composition). For types t corresponding to Actor 

creation actions and message sending actions there are rules from which we can derive 

t · t' ~"Y t'; i.e., a subtype can add Actor creation actions and message sending actions 

at each position. A similar rule for message consuming actions is not defined because 

the types of these actions specify what messages are accepted by processes; a server must 

behave as expected by a client that sends messages according to a supertype of the server's 

type. 
The substitutability principle requires that the types of input parameters are contravari

ant and those of output parameters are covariant. The reason for the contravariance of 

input parameters is that a process of a subtype must be able to deal with all input argu

ments accepted by a supertype. The covariance of output parameters is explained by the 

fact that clients expect the result - produced by a process corresponding to a subtype -

to be at least as concrete as promised by the supertype. 
Although not stated explicitly in Table 6, the subtype relation ~"Y is transitive for each 

type system 'Y· And ~7 introduces naturally a least upper bound for each two types so 

that there is an upper semilattice on T with the top element c. For each two types t and 

t' there exists a type t" with t" ~7 t and t" ~7 t'; for example, t" = t + t' always has this 

property. However, a unique bottom element is not defined. 
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The next definition gives conditions under which types do not specify inconsistent 
programs. These conditions are sufficient, but not all necessary. The given set of conditions 
for allowed type systems was selected as a compromise between the flexibility of the type 
system and the simplicity of the conditions. 

Definition 4 A type system "( is allowed if for each z E Z 

1. for each subexpression c(d1, ... ,dk,v1:s1, ... v1:s1) of 'Y(z) with c = v:z' or c = z' 
(z' E Z }: "f(z') is of the form (v~ :s~, ... v~:s~, d~, ... , d;) · t with d; ~'l' v;:s: V d; ~'l' s: 
for all 1 ~ i ~ k, and dj ~'l' V{Sj V dj ~'l' Sj for all 1 ~ j ~ l; 

2. for each v E V: 'Y(z) contains at most one marked occurrence v, and no marked 
occurrence v in 'Y( z) is preceded by an unmarked occurrence v; 

3. for each v E V: if there exists a z' E Z so that v:z' occurs in "f(z), all occurrences of 
v in 'Y(z) are part of an occurrence of v:z' in "f(z); 

4. for each v E V so that v:t with t E T occurs in 'Y(z): the type checking predicate 
~(v:t,"((z)) defined in Table 7 is true for some t E T; 

5. for each subexpression t1 + t2 of 'Y( z) there exists a type expression t3 + t4 with t 1 ~'l' t3 

and t2 ~'l' t4 so that ta is of the form m( iJ1 :s1, ... Vn:sn) · ts and t4 is of the form 
m'(v~ :s~, ... i;~,:s~,) · t6 , where (for all such t3 + t4) m I m' or n In' or not for each 
1 ~ i ~ n: s; ~'l' s: V s: ~'l' s;; 

6. t 1 = t 2 holds for each subexpression t3 II t4 of "f(z) so that ta contains a subexpression 
m(v1:s1, ... Vn:sn) · t1 and t4 contains m(v~ :s~, ... v~:s~) · t2 with s; ~'l' s: V s: ~'l' s; 
(for all 1 ~ i ~ n). 

'Y(z) is a complete specification if "( is allowed and (for each v E V) all unmarked occur
rences of v in 'Y(z) are preceded by a marked occurrence v. 

The first condition ensures that subprocess applications supply the expected number 
of arguments with appropriate types. The second condition guarantees that variables are 
initialized at most once - in complete specifications exactly once - and that variables are 
not used before they are initialized. 

The conditions 3 and 4 deal with type annotations. The rules in Table 7 are used in 
walking through each program type expression for each variable annotated by a type in 
T. In the predicate ~(v:t, t'), v is the variable the annotations of which are checked, t 
an expected type of the process referred to by v, and t' the (program) type expression in 
which annotations are checked. The predicate is true if there is a rule in Table 7 where the 
expression below the horizontal line matches the predicate and the preconditions above 
the line and the additional preconditions in the 'if'-clause are true. Several rules deal with 
expressions in which v may occur more than once. Except for alternative composition, 
in these cases the expected type must be split into several parallel parts so that each 
occurrence of v gets its own part of the type. Because of parallel composition, the Actor 
referred to by v is able to handle messages concurrently sent to it by several Actors 
according to the type parts known by the Actors in an arbitrarily interleaved way. 

A further task of the rules in Table 7 is to ensure that all argument types comply 
with the formal parameter types. The rule that controls the sending of a message to v 
additionally checks whether the type annotation of v allows to send the message to v. 

The fifth condition in Definition 4 avoids a kind of dangerous nondeterminism that 
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Table 7 Definition of the type checking predicate e with respect to a type system 1 

true 
{(v:t, e) 

t1 ~7 t2 {(v:t2, ta) 
{(v:t11 ta) 

{(v:to, t) 
{(v:(to II ... II t,), v':t'.m(dJ, ... ,d,)·t) 

if v -1 v' and d; = v:t? =? t; ~7 t:' (for 1 ~ i ~ n) 

if t2 = m(1iJ:8J, ... , 1in:8n) · t4 + ts II t& and t4 II t& = t~ II · · · II t~ 
and d; = v:t:' =? t: ~7 t:' and d; ~7 v;:8; V d; ~7 8; (1 ~ i ~ n) 

{(v:t, r) f ( ) i v = v; =? 8; ~7 t for 1 ~ i ~ n 
{(v:t, m(1i1:8J, ... ,1i,:8,) · t') 

{(v:to, t) if v -1 v; (for 1 ~ j ~ I) and 
d; = v:t:' =? t; ~7 t:' (for 1 ~ i ~ k) 

{(v:t, t') if d; "I v:t" (for 1 ~ j ~ k and all t" E T) 
{(v:t, c(d1, ... ,dt,1i1:t1, ... ,1i1:t1) • t') and v = v; =? t; ~7 t (for 1 ~ i ~I) 

{(v:t1, t2) {(v:t1, ta) 
{(v:t1, t2 + ta) 

{(v:t1, ta) {(v:t2, t4) 
{(v:(t1 II t2), ta II t4) 

{(v:to, t') if t =to II · · · II t1 and v = v; =? 8j ~ t (for 1 ~ j ~ k) 
~(v:t, (1i1:s1, ... 1ik:sk,d1, ... ,d1) · t') and d; = v:t:' =? t; ~7 t? (for 1 ~ i ~I) 

might be introduced by alternative compositions: If in a type expression t 1 + t 2 both, 
t 1 and t2 , accept the same message, either t 1 or t2 is selected nondeterministically. But 
the sender of the message may assume that only t 1 can be selected and continues to 
send messages according to t1 . Therefore, we forbid this kind of nondeterminism. This 
condition forbids also that one of the alternatives does not consume a message because 
also in this case the sender of a message may be confused. 

The last condition in Definition 4 avoids a similar problem with parallel composition: 
An Actor sees only a part of the type of another Actor and sends messages according to 
this type part. The receiver does not know which type part was intended by the sender and 
thus selects an appropriate consuming action nondeterministically. The condition ensures 
that it does not matter which consuming action is selected. 

Note that all conditions in Definition 4 depend only on the type system 1; type consis
tency concerns only those properties of a program and its execution which are reflected in 
a corresponding type system. Furthermore, each of the conditions is decidable. Therefore, 
our type systems allow static type checking. 
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A complete specification is a named type specification which corresponds to a named 
process with added annotations. Consequently, programs are related to type systems via 
complete specifications: 

Definition 5 A program a is conforming to a type system 'Y if there is a function r : 
X --+ Z so that -y(r(x)) is a complete specification for each x E X and it is possible to 
transform 'Y into a by removing annotations, replacing all occurrences of r(x) by x (for 
all x EX) and deleting all -y(z) for which there is no x EX with r(x) = z. 

At the begin of this section we wanted to develop a static type concept which ensures 
that in programs conforming to a type system each subprocess application can be ex
ecuted, all variables will have been replaced by mail addresses or process names when 
they are used, and all messages in each mail queue can be handled. The first two requests 
are obviously fulfilled. Also the third request is fulfilled as a consequence of the following 
theorem. 

Theorem 1 Let a be a program conforming to a type system -y, and (u0 , .•• , u;, ... ) an 
execution according to a. There exists a rewrite rule (in Table 3} applicable to u; (for 
0 :::; i} if there exists an (a f-+ p, (r1, ... , rk)) in u; with 1 :::; k. 

Proof. (Informal, outlined.) Because all program process expressions in a correspond to 
complete specifications, all variables will have been replaced by mail addresses or process 
names (as expected) when they are used. Therefore, message sending actions, Actor cre
ating actions and subprocess applications can always be executed according to the rewrite 
rules 1, 2, 4 and 5 in Table 3. 

A message is sent only if the sender's view of the receiver's type* specifies that the 
receiver will be able to deal with the message. We have to show that each type view 
corresponds to a type of the receiver at the moment when all messages sent so far have 
been consumed. For each u0 and a E A, u0 (a) does not contain any mail address. The 
mail address of a new Actor can be known only to this new Actor and its creator. The 
type of the new Actor's process is a parallel composition of two type parts; one type 
part becomes visible to the new Actor, the other to the creating process. Because of 
parallel composition the messages sent according to the two type parts can be interleaved 
arbitrarily so that the new actor and the creator can proceed independently with their 
computations. In this way, type views are split into parallel parts whenever mail addresses 
become acquainted to further Actors. When a message is sent to a mail address, the type 
view of the variable holding the receiver's mail address is updated so as if this message 
has already been consumed by the receiver. Since we assume that messages are received 
in the same order in which they were sent, all messages are consumed in the same order 
in which type views are updated. 

It remains to show that nondeterminism in the execution of processes does not affect 
type views. This can be done easily by the use of the last two conditions of Definition 4. 
Hence, message consuming actions can be executed whenever the mail queue contains 
received messages. D 

*An Actor's view of another Actor's type at a point in the computation is the annotation of the next 
occurrence (in the first Actor) of a variable referring ot the mail address of the latter Actor. 
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4 DISCUSSION 

The approach presented in this paper is the result of research work on the specification of 
types in concurrent object-oriented languages with the goal to increase the expressiveness 
and flexibility of type specifications. An important idea to increase the flexibility is to 
observe the references to active objects so that the knowledge that there are no parallel 
objects accessing some services can be used in replacing dynamic synchronization code 
with static type information on which a subtyping relation can be defined (Puntigam, 
1995). Further elaboration of this idea lead to the conclusion that process calculi are an 
appropriate means to represent such types (Puntigam, 1995a). The present paper differs 
from previous work essentially in that it focuses on type specifications at any granularity 
between the most general type c and complete implementations and still allows static 
type checking. 

Several papers on typed concurrent calculi have been published recently. Nierstrasz 
(1993) proposes 'regular types' and 'request substitutability' as foundations of subtyping 
in concurrent languages. His very general results are not concrete enough to apply them 
directly to languages. The proposal of Kobayashi and Yonezawa (1994) based on the 
calculus of Vasconcelos (1994) is more practical and allows to use inheritance in a similar 
way as sequential object-oriented languages based on a typed >.-calculus. However, this 
proposal is more restrictive than necessary: It does not allow behavior modifications except 
if the replacement behavior has the same type. 

For the discussion of the expressiveness of our model let us consider again the buffer 
example specified by 

Buff_t ~--> () · put(v1:c) · (get(i12:return(v3 :c)) + use(i14:Use_t)) · Buff_t() 

Although this example looks very simple, implementations of this specification can be re
alized in Kobayashi and Yonezawa's proposals only in a modified form where the messages 
'put', 'get' and 'use' are sent in arbitrary order and the consumptions of these messages 
are delayed until they become appropriate (i.e., the mail queue has been replaced by a 
mail box that does not introduce an ordering of received messages). A similar behavior 
can be specified in our model by infinite parallel composition: 

Buffers_t >--> () • (Buff_t() II Buffers_t()) 

We can regard the model proposed by Kobayashi and Yonezawa as a subset of our model; 
all expressions in this subset are of the form 

where p1, ... , Pk are message consuming actions and p~, ... , p~ are process expressions 
that do not contain message consuming actions. 

Conventional types specify a set of operations with their operation types, preconditions, 
postconditions and invariants; usually there are no constraints on the ordering of the 
invocations of these operations. As Liskov and Wing (1993) point out, it is necessary 
to consider the 'history properties' (i.e. constraints on the ordering of the operations' 
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invocations) in systems where several agents may access a shared object. Our proposal 
considers history properties by the use of process expressions instead of operation sets. 

By considering the history of sent messages, our proposal allows to specify in types 
complex interactions that go beyond procedure call semantics. With conventional proce
dure call semantics, an object accepts a procedure invocation, then modifies its state, then 
returns a result, then accepts another procedure invocation, and so on. In our proposal the 
steps of accepting a message (procedure invocation) and returning a result (by sending a 
message with the result as argument) are decoupled. Nonetheless it is possible to specify 
how the computation proceeds. For example, we can specify that an object first accepts 
a message from some client, then accepts a message from another client, then returns 
a result to the first client, then sends the result according to the second message to an 
object specified by the second client, and so on. 

Many models of computation that can be used as foundations of specification languages 
(e.g. the untyped Actors model) allow to go beyond procedure call semantics. But there 
is an important difference between such untyped models and our proposal as the buffer 
example shows: After receiving get(a), return(a') is sent to a. In an untyped model, an 
unrelated object may accidentally send return( a") to a so that a is confused. Our model 
prevents such accidental conflicts by the use of types: The sender of get( a) associates the 
type return(v:c) with a so that only the receiver of this message can send return(a') at 
most once; instead of sending return( a') by itself, the receiver can allow another object 
to do so by sending a message of an appropriate type that takes a as an argument to this 
other object. In any case, 'return' cannot be sent by an Actor that has not been (directly 
or indirectly) authorized to do so. 

Compared to current type models applied in programming languages and to other 
specification languages, the formalism proposed in this paper uses type annotations in a 
quite verbose manner. A reason is that the types of variables in our model are changeable 
and a verbose syntax was chosen for didactical purposes. It is not necessary to make 
the type annotation of each occurrence of a variable explicit if the interfaces of named 
types and messages are declared so that the variable's types can be inferred from this 
specifications. 

There is room for improvements in future work: The flexibility of the type model should 
be enhanced by distinguishing several kinds of subtyping and by adding parametric poly
morphism. A more appealing syntax that allows smaller type specifications is demanded. 
And, last but not least, experiments using real applications are necessary to show the 
practicality of the proposal. 

5 CONCLUSIONS 

We proposed to specify concurrent systems by types represented as expressions of a process 
calculus. The underlaying model of computation is a variant of the Actor model, where 
the behavior of Actors (i.e. active objects) is specified by process expressions. On top 
of this model we defined a type concept. The types are specified by flexible process-like 
type expressions in which each variable is annotated by a type expression. The type of an 
implementation can be specified at any granularity between the most general type and 
a complete specification. The types of different granularity are related by subtyping. A 
strict type definition allows to automatically check type consistency. 
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